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POLICE GROUPS ISSUE STATEMENT IN RESPONSE  
TO ANTI-COP PUBLIC LIBRARY DISPLAY 

 

(MADISON, WI) – Jim Palmer, the executive director of the Wisconsin Professional Police 
Association (WPPA), and Dan Frei, president of the Madison Professional Police Officers 
Association (MPPOA), issued the following joint statement in response to a new Madison 
Central Public Library art display that depicts three ominous-looking police officers on a bright 
red background pointing large weapons at a small African-American child that is holding a toy 
gun: 
 

 
 

“Although law enforcement officers have the utmost respect for the value 
of artistic expression and free speech, we are deeply troubled by the 
Madison Public Library’s current display. While we appreciate that the 
anti-law enforcement sentiment expressed in this piece represents the 
feelings of some, this “stormtrooper” portrayal of police officers who 
appear to threaten a small child only serves to advance patently negative 
law enforcement stereotypes at the expense of the important and selfless 
jobs that our dedicated officers perform.   
 
“Strengthening the relationship between law enforcement and the 
community it serves is a serious matter that will require the balanced 
collaboration of many diverse perspectives.  The Madison Public Library’s 
ill-conceived promotion of such a biased and hostile view does little to 
contribute to that end.   
 
“To be clear, we are not demanding that the display be taken down, as 
we do not view that as an appropriate response to this expression of 
speech.  We are, however, exercising that liberty in our own right by 
voicing the collective reaction of Madison’s officers who find this publicly-
sponsored art display as offensive and indicative of terribly poor 
judgment.  This is a sensitive time in our community, and the library’s 
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decision to showcase this piece in such a one-sided manner is a 
disturbing endorsement of an inflammatory perspective. 
 

Wisconsin’s largest law enforcement group, the WPPA represents nearly 10,000 
members from almost 300 local association affiliates, including the MPPOA.  The 
MPPOA represents approximately 400 law enforcement professionals who serve the 
City of Madison as police officers, detectives, investigators, and sergeants. 
 
 

 


